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INTitODUCTlON

It can be argued with considerable justification
(National Research Council, 1988) that weather forecasts in
support of Space Shuttle and other aerospace operations at
the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) are among the most d1fllcult and widely visible
-predictions
made within
the
meteorological profession today. Many phases of the Space
Shuttle system are extremely weather dependent. especially to
thunderstorm-related phenomena. Sea breeze thunderstorms
during quiescent synoptic conductions contribute 40% of
Florida's rainfall and are the dominant weather feature at
KSC during the April-October period. The principal goal of
this project was to demonstrate the feasibll1tY of using a
mesoscale numerical model (MNM) to improve point-specific
thunderstorm forecast accuracy at KSC in the 2-12 hour time
frame. An existing model was transferred from the research
laboratory environment into the operational arena.

Phase m included an Experimental Forecasting Program
(EFP) which is believed to be the ftrst extended operational
tests of a mesobeta-scale numerical model to forecast point
specific thunderBtoIm occurrences. The questions that needed
be addressed: can a MNM be used operationally. and can any
improvement in point thunderstorm
forecasting skill be
realiZed and demonstrated?
The sea breeze is one of the simplest direct mesoscale
circulations. Early studies revealed many of its essential
features. including its strong dependence on the regional Wind
field. Pielke (1974). using the earliest version of the MNM
employed in this study. demonstrated a strong correlation
between model predicted surface convergence patterns and the
development of sea breeze thunderstorms. This more recent
and generalized version of the model. called the Prognostic
Two/Three Dimensional Mesoscale Model (P2DM/P3DM).
has enhanced surface energy budget and boundary layer
GOESINFRARED

The role of sea breeze boundary layer convergence in
triggering Florida thunderstorms has been documented since
the Thunderstorm Project of the late 19405. At the Cape
Canaveral Forecast Facll1tY (CCFF), a varietY of technologies
have been marshalled to assist short range forecasting and
nowcasting (0 to 120 minutes). Fac1l1ties such as the WINDS
mesonetwork. lightning ground strike mapping, a dedicated
radar, rawinsonde. electric field m1ll network and McIDASbased interactive display system assist CCFF forecasters.
Techniques using area-average divergence patterns to predict
the onset of electrically active convection during the next two
hours have been promising (Watson et al. 1991). Numerical
model guidance is l1m1ted to that proVided by current NMC
products. Current operational synoptic model mesh sizes are
too coarse to resolve sea breeze-scale convergence over the
Florida region. Numerous studies have attempted to quantify
the relationship
between KSC thunderstorms
and
tropospheric static stabll1ty. moisture, vertical proffies of
Wind speed, direction and shear. Indeed a sk11led Florida
forecaster with many years of experience can often account,
albeit subjectiVely, for many of the subtle interplays and
feedback mechanisms involved. Yet such indMduals are all
too rare, can not be available at all times and, in many cases,
may not be able to easily transmit their knowledge to newer
forecast staff members. Without attempting to remove the
human forecaster from the loop, it is clear that what Is badly
needed is objective and quantitative mesoscale guidance,
especially for the next 12 hour period. This could interface
with, and extend, the utll1ty of the nowcastlng techniques,
and fill the current "mesoscale forecast gap" that begins with
the temporall1m1t of nowcasting sk11l.
This project was conducted in three phases. Phase one.
conducted in 1985, performed three detailed numerical
modeling case studies which strongly suggested that even a
Simple MNM could reliably and objectively account for the
complex interactions of sea breeze vertical motions, synoptic
Winds and planetary boundary layer and free tropospheric
moisture fields in a manner beyond the capabll1ties of even
~ost sk11ledand experienced human forecaster (Lyons et
"" 1986.1987a. 1988). Phase D conducted off-line forecasting
tests for 30 sea breeze thunderstorm days in 1986 to develop a

practical methodology for using the model to proVide
operationally useful forecast guidance to CCFF. During 1987,
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strong apparent correlations between the model-generated
fields and the obseIVed convection were noted even for some
hours after the development of deep convection. penetrative
downdrafts and slgn1ficant convective scale Interactions. As
suggested In FIgure 2. the moisture convergence and sustained
upward ascent In the SB frontal zones resulted In substantlal
destabilization. Mixing ratios at 2000 m over eastern Flortda
Increased from 5.0 to 11 g/kg by late afternoon. Figure 3
shows the model-generated K Index displayed as a function of
time and east-west distance across central Flortda through
KSC (an XT plot). The K Index stabll1ty field is clearly
deformed as a result of the vertical transport of heat. moisture
and momentum by the laIge scale sea breeze circulations. The
1n1tlalvalue of 26 Increased to a maximum of 40 In the region
of maxiD1um convection. but declined to only 22 along
Flortda's west coast by late afternoon. Other Phase I case
studies also showed correspondingly
strong. though
subjective and qualitative. correlations between predicted
fields and observed convection.
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3.
Space/time (X11 sections (0600 to 2200 LST:
l000Z to OOOOZ),in an east-west plane across Florida at the
latitude of KSC of the P3DM-predicted K index for 5 May 1984.
treatments. But while advances in modeling theory have been
important,
it was the availability
of supercomputer
technology that allowed these tests to be undertaken. The
Phase I model evaluation simulated the sea breeze of 5 May
1984 (Lyons et al. 1987b1. There was a 11ght, moist, southsouthwesterly flow extending to above 500 MB over central
Florida. The surface geostrophtc Wind was estimated at 200°,
2.0 m/sec. The regional K index averaged 26, there were no
synoptic disturbances in the region, and the day dawned
largely cloud free. Both the east coast sea breeze (ECSBI and
the west coast sea breeze (WCSBI onset about 1530Z. The ECSB
penetrated 55 Ian 1nland, whereas the WCSB pushed 135 Ian to
the east, with the two meeting by late afternoon in eastcentral Florida.
Strong thunderstorms
developed, with
maximum intensity during the late afternoon as the two
mesoscale fronts colltded (Fig. II. The P3DM was configured
with an 11 Ian horizontal grid mesh and 14 levels in the
vertical extending to 6500 meters. The run was executed on a
CYBER 205 supercomputer at Colorado State University. The
56x40 horizontal model domain is shown in Figure I, along
with predicted surface layer wind field, the maximum
planetary boundary layer upward verttcal motions and the K
stability index fleld at 2300 uI"c. The sustained mesoscale
PBL updrafts exceeded 50 cm/sec as the SB fronts convergetl

For decades, KSC forecasters
have relied on
rawlnsonde-dertved wind and moisture profiles and stabll1ty
Indices which become available with the 1200Z soundings.
Assuming a sea breeze Is expected. it then becomes a matter of
estimating when and where sea breeze convective triggering
w1lI occur. Yet. as pointed out In Phase I. the same sea breeze
circulations dramatically alter the planetazy boundary layer
stabll1ty fields as a result of complex Interplay between
vertical motion and subsidence. moisture convergence and
desiccation. The static stabll1ty fields undergo rapid and
Intense mesoscale deformation. with regions of preferential
enhancement and stab1l1zation. Yet one can not always
assume that a simple correlation exists between sea breeze
fronts and localized destabilization.
Factors such as
entrainment of mid-level dry air (and heat and momentum)
can cause significant mesoscale vartabll1ties. Clearly. a
mesoscale model. even with its inherent lImitations. has the
abll1ty to perform this "thermodynamic book keeping" far
better than a human forecaster could ever hope. On the other
hand. the P2DM/P3DM could not of itself predict the
formation of clouds. much less the characteristics
of
convective
storms.
This
must
be handled
by a
parameterization technique. In essence. at each model grid
point and time step. a detailed "sounding" Is available. along
with a "measurement" of the mesoscale vertical motion field.
The challenge of this project was to convert this information
Into reliable. comprehensible
and operationally
useful
predictors of point thunderstorm probabll1ty. Furthennore.
In order for the model to be considered a mature forecasting
technique. there Is a requirement to perform a comprehensive
model vertfication process to assess the strengths and
lImitations of the techniques developed.
7.

DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT

The 1987 EFP Involved a number of actlv1tles. The
vartous tasks of the 1987 experiment are described briefly.
TRANSPORr CODE: P2DM!P3DM was ported from the
CSU to the the University of MtIUlesota CYBER 205 machine .
CONFIGURATION: Figure 4 shows the 3-D domain
(6OxSO)using a 7.5 km horiZOntal mesh: 28 vertical levels
extend from 4 m to 6500 m AGL: the 2-D version grid (used in
the EFP) Is indicated: the 3-D version required 3 hours to
produce a 12 hour simulation while the 2-D version demanded
about 3 minutes: however. due to the multi-user envtronment.
actual tum-around times would be from 2x to 6x that. and
sometimes much longer.
CONVECTIVE DIAGNOSTICS: since the P2DM!P3DM
Is a dry model. the 1n1tlatlon of sea breeze-generated
thunderstorms
was Inferred from (I) standard stabll1ty
1nd1catorssuch as the K and lJft.ed indices. precipitable water
fields. etc. (2) a purely emp1r1cal index which combined the
mesoscale perturbations in the K and Ll fields with the
maximum grid scale mesoscale vertical motion (WI in the grid
cell (see Figure 5 for a definition of the KLlW index). and (3) a
Diagnostic Cloud Model. based loosely on a Fritsch-Chappell
scheme. which was executed hourly for each mcKiel grid cell.
and produced esUmates of in-cloud up-and downdrafts. cloud
top height. maJdmum DVIP level. surface layer gusts. and a
""-.,ll1ty-type index.
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I) WMAX,themaxim,," ~ward vertical velocity at that grid cell
2) KI, the initial value of K indo. for thedomain
3) DK, the localpert..-b2tlonor K from KI
4) DLI , tilt localperturbationor Ilfteo Inde. from the Initial value
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For eachof WMAX,DK,andDLI, a contlbutlonto KLIW Is asslgr.edaccorOlr~to the
following table:
~
W
0-1
0-1
1-3
1-2
3-7'2

30 JUL 1987

I~ '"~

KlIW IScalculatedfor eachgrid cell usingthe following parameters:

:¥/!3M
D-I
1-2
2-3
3-5'7
5-10
10-15
15-20
'20

1731UTC

KLIWCONTRIBUTION
0
I
2
3
4
5
6
7

~
M
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The1r\dlvldIJal
contributionsare thenaddedup with the following provlso.s:
;) If WMAX<0, KLIW'O
2) If K < 10, the K contributionto KLIW is zero.
3) If LI , D,theLI contributionto KlIW Is zero
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That number Is then multiplied by (KI/3D) to factor In the general stability for
that ~ay
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KllW IS a wely empIrIcal ronm:lat101\ Its preOICllve value Will become Of!ter
known once we comport tile moOel outPlJts to Ille Ilglllning/raoar Oala being
collecteo tills summer.
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FIgure 5.
Definition of the KLIW index. A KLIW of zero
indicates no convective precipitation,
1-3 suggest widely
scattered
thundershowers,
4-6
more
numerous
thunderstomls.
7-9 widespread thunderstonns
and ~10
suggests mquent and / or intense convection.
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FIg~ 7.
Hourly summaries of lightning ground strokes
from a t1JDe-of-arrtvallightning detection network. inclUd1Ilg
a summary of all strokes from 1400Z-2000Z. 30 July 1987.
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INITIALIZATION:
a more efficient scheme was
developed to allow down-loading 1nJUal1z1ngdata fields using
a PC or MAC dJa1-upat 1200 baud into the CYBER ma1nframe;
typically the model input would include the 1200Z surface
geostrophic wind estimate. the morning KSC raw1nsonde (or
closest available), an estimate of insolation attenuation due
to regional haze and advecting middle and high clouds, sea
surface temperature in four zones and sol1 moisture estimates
in five zones; the model assumed an 1nJUally homogeneous
and stationary synoptic environment: the model start time
was l000Z (the approximate time of the raw1nsonde launch).
MODEL OUI'Pur: a wide variety of model diagnostics
was produced in tabular format, including "synthetic data"
which emulated the KSC meteorological towers, Doppler
sodars, etc.; in addition NCAR Graphics were used to develop a
large number of XT and ZT formatted outputs of state
variables and derived parameters; over 200 pages of laser
printer output resulted from each run.
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FIgure 8.
Ughtning ground stroke data for 30 July 1987.
remapped into an xr coordinate. where the stokes were
summarized hourly into the llxl cells of the KSC Strip.
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along the ECSB awaited the approach of the WCI and became
more widespread after 2000Z. An intense thunderstonn
began at X68 at 2246Z. with wind gusts In the 25-30 kt range.
The hourly SummaT1esof lightning ground strokes for 30 July
1987 are shown in Fig. 7. along with a summary of the total
datly coverage. The lightning data In the KSC Strip are
summarized in the XT format (Fig. 8). Data In this format
were used for compariSOn with model output. such as that
shown In the same format In Fig. 9.
The EFP staff made a "YES" forecast for thunder at X68
for 30 July 1987. Figure 9 shows several of the XT sections
transmitted
to the CCFF that morning (along with the
guidance narrative. model summaries and synthetic data in
tabular form). The pattern is very typical of a southwesterly
flow with an approaching WCI. Vertical motions are strong
along the ECSB. although the weaker W values associated with
the WCI are sufficient to initiate thunderstorms somewhat
earlier over western florida. a pattern frequently noted and
discussed In deta1l1n Lyons et al (1900). The K Indec Increases
from 33 to 42 units by late afternoon In the area of the
occlusion of the WCI and ECSB front. The hybrid KLIW indec
shown in Figure 9 reveals that active convection should fire
both along the WCI and the ECSB. with maximum
thunderstonn formation likely just west of X68 after 2000Z.
The blind test forecaster provided a 70% probability of
thunder at X68. with the earliest thunder by 1800Z. The
predicted ECSB onset was 1630Z with a 45 kIn inland
penetration. versus 40 kIn observed. The predicted maximum
temperature at X68 was 3O.8OCversus a 31.1"C observed.
The P2DM/P3DM model has a number of strengths. It
was oTlginally derived to simulate Florida sea breezes (Pielke.
1974; 1984). At the configuration employed it has previously
demonstrated skill in indicating areas of surface layer
convergence. which is a key ingredient to thunderstonn
initiation. The model's prognostic surface energy balance
accounts for key factors such as surface heat fluxes and its
modJfication by soil moisture. The model can be iniUalized
with readily avatlable data. As for all MNMs. it can provide
purely objective guidance to forecasters. who in turn can
interpret this
in the light of experience and current
observations. On the other hand. a number of limitations to
this version of the code have been identified.
In this
fonnulation.
no account is made for a spatially variable
iniUal state. time varying synoptic boundary conditions. preex:isung convective clouds or flow field discontinuities. With
the initiation of convection. the model does not treat the
dynamic
feedback
produced
by cloud
formation.
compensating subsidence. penetrative downdrafts.
soil
moistening by rainfall
and similar factors. shown to be
important by Nichols et al (1991). As configured In 1987. we
estimate the model would be suitable for about 20-30% of the
days In a year In central Florida. although the large majority
of these would be associated with sea breeze-generated
thunderstorms
for which no other objective numerical
guidance was avatlable. The horizontal mesh size used (7.5
kIn) would be unable to resolve smaller scale features
embedded within the ECSB
such as Merritt Island

AVERAGE P2DM:
1441 GMT
AVERAGE OBSERVED: 1445GMT
(WWDS NE1WORIQ
DA)'SMODEL roo EARLY:
17
DA)'SMODEL roo LATE:
15
NUMBER WI1HDIl + / -30 MIN: 14
BIGGESTERROR: 3.0 HOURS

~
10.
The P2DM-p~dkted and obseIVed onset times
of the east coast sea b~
for the 54 EFP ~
study days.

FOR CATEGORICAL FORECASTS
OF THUNDERSTORMSAT X68
(poT> 50%)
WmiOUT P2DM

wmI P2DM

CORRECT
WRONG

38
15

45

% CORRECT

71%

85%

8

ON DAYS WHEN THUNDERSTORMS
WERE REPORTED AT X68 (1500 -OOOOZ)
Wl1HOUT P2DM
CORRECT
WRONG
% CORRECT

11
12
48%

WJ1HnOM
22

I

2.

I

92%

"40% and 50% PoT

FIgure 11.
Percent of COITeCtforecasts of thunderstorms
at X68 (PoT >5(m) by the blind test forecaster showing the
influence of the model In Inlproving the forecast accuracy (53
cases. one data set incomplete).

Thunderstorms.
4..
MODEL AND FO~
EVALUATION
There are few precedents for the evaluation of a mesoscale
model's uUltty In the operational area. Koch (1988) found few
attempts at deteTmintng whether MNMs could faithfully
predict realistic mesoscale features without tuntng the model
on a case by case basis. Since our prinCipal focus is the
prediction of thunderstorms.
and especially at X68. we
tabulated the frequency of thunderstorms during the 54 EFP
case days. Fully 95% of each of these days (here defined as
1400-0000 Z) had at least one thunderstonn over the P3DM
model domain. In the much smaller KSC Strip. 82% had a
thunderstonn.
This number drops to 69% over the area
within 25 miles of X68. Point thunderstorm frequencies
included 51% at Orlando. 38% at Patrick AFB. 36% at
T1tusv1l1eand 42% at X68 itself. Thus it appears to have been
a siJP.htiyless active season than normal.
Data from the KSC WINDS network were used to verify
the predictions of the onset tJme of the ECSB. As shown in Fig.
10. the model alone yielded highly useful results. The average
model onset time was 1441 Zversus an observed 1445 z. There
was little bias as 17 days were too early versus 15 days too

FIgUIe 12.
The X68 probabWty of thunderstorms plotted
against the actual percentage of occurrence for each range of
PoT nredtctlons. No predicted PoTs ~
or ~ were made.
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late. Fourteen days we~ p~d1cted within +/largest error was three hours (on a day when.
sofl moistu~ coefficient employed appeared
blind tester was able to Improve the UmIng
the cases (24 out of 39 forecasts we~ better.
the same).

30 minutes. The
In ~trospect. the
far too wet). The
forecasts 62% of
with 7 remaining

One straight-forward
measure of the EFP success
would be the "hit rate" .Le.. the pen:ent correct. for forecasts
transmitted daily to the CCFF by the EFP staff. This was
tabulated from the combined daily narratives and the daily
probabilitY of thunderstorm forecasts (a categOrical yes was
defined as a PoT of 50% or better). The daily EFP forecasts
yielded correct scores 87% of the time (41 out 47 days; 7 were
not produced In real-time due to various computer failures.
etc.). The most emphasis was placed on the blind test forecast
expertment. The questions addressed he~ are twofold: (1) how
accurate are model-assisted sa thunderstorm forecasts. and
(2) are the~ significant Improvements over the same forecast
made by existing conventional methods? In simple terms.
does the availabilitY of guidance from a mesoscale numerical
model buy one anything? FIgure 11 summartzes the "hit rate"
for the same forecasts made first without the model output
available. and second with the model output on hand. Without
the model. the blind tester was correct 38 out of 53 days (72%).
With the P2DM/DCM as guidance. an Improvement to 45 out
of 53 (85%) resulted. The use of the model frequently resulted
In changing the or1g1nalforecasts of thunderstorms at X68.
exp~ssed In terms of PoTs (rolfl to 700&.etc.). On 38 days. the
change represented an Improvement (a higher PoT on a day
with a recorded thunderstorm. etc.). On ten days no change
was made. and on nine days the change was In the wrong
direction. Thus. on 83% of the days. the use of the model
~sulted In the same or better PoTs being Issued. With
probabilitY forecasts. in theory. days when a 6rni> PoT is

issued should

over the course of time experience

thunderstorms 60% of the time. Though the sample is small. a
comparison of the blind tester's PoTs (with model assistance)
versus the pen:entage of days with thunder (Fig. 12) shows
consistent results. A more definitive evaluation of the
forecasts can be deriVed from signal detection theory. and
considerations of the ProbabilitY of Detection (POD). the
False Alarm Rate (FAR) and the Critical Success Index (CSI). A
perfect set of forecasts is represented by POD = CSI = 1.0 and
FAR = O. The blind tester's forecasts without and with the
P2DM/DCM model guidance are detailed In Figure 13. For
X68 forecasts. substantial tmprovements In POD (0.48 to 0.91)
and CSI (0.42 to O. 70) we~ recorded. There was a slight
tendency to over-forecast thunder at X68. as noted by a FAR
increase from 0.10 to 0.23 (still relatively low values).
Substant1allmprovements also were noted for thunderstorms
within 25 miles of X68 and In the KSC Strip. In addition to
noting categorical Yes/No forecasts. we evaluated the abilitY
of the forecaster to p~dict the UmIng of the onset of thunder
at X68. During 1987. ten thunder events were predicted within
30 minutes. The average error was 31 minutes (early). Only
four days saw timing errors of greater than two hours.
Other model evaluations involve objective statistical
comparisons between the P2DM and observed variables. The
KLIW Index and KLIWSUM (the sum of KLIW over six grid cells
closest to X68) showed considerable promise as an objective
X68 thunderstonn p~d1ctor. The pen:ent of days with thunder
heard at X68 versus the daily maXimum KLlWSUM (Fig. 14a)
shows a consistent trend. The distribution
of the X68
maximum KLlWSUMs for days With and without thunder

heard at X68 (Fig. 14b.c) statistically represent two very
different populations (99% confidence level). Days with
thunder have an average peak KUWSUM of 46 versus an
average of only 17 for days wtthout thunder. The maXimum
predicted K Index at X68 when correlated against the number
of DVIP cells of 3 or better within 25 miles of X68 resulted in
an R = 0.724. Figure 15 shows a surface representing the
probabillty of an llxl piXel area haVing at least one lightning
stroke as a function of the KLIW value and tlme from 1200Z to
2200Z. This is a very "well behaved" surface. 1nd1cattng that
there is a rational relationship between the vaI1ables. In
interpreting these results. one should note that the KUW itself
is a function of the tlme of day. since the values of W. AK and
.ill that comprise it only slowly evolve as the day wears on.
F1nally we note FIg. 16 shows the correlation between the
probabll1ty of llxl
pixel areas having lightning during the
past hour (for all hours of the day) versus the KUW Index. This
function is quite well behaved and again suggests a high
degree of predictabillty in the P2DM.
A series of sensit1vtty tests were conducted. The EFP
require the use the 2-D model configuration due to the then
l1m1tations in computtng resoun:es. Would the results have
been different if the 3-D configuration had been used to
produce the forecast guidance? For cases such as 30 July 1987.
the 2-D results were compared to the slice of the 3-D run (Y=30)
through KSC. At the scale in question (meso-beta). the
maxtmum departures
for potential temperature
were
generally SO.5°K. for specific hum1d1ties Sl.3 g/kg. for the U
wind component Sl.6 m/sec and vertical motions s5.2
cm/sec. At the scale in question (meso-beta) and for relatively
simple synoptic situations and a straight shoreline. 3.D is not
a critical requirement. On the other hand. to resolve smaller
scale features. such as localized flows onto Merritt Island. a
3-D approach appears warranted (Lyons et al. 1991. 1992) The
influence of reducing the honzontal mesh size from 7.5 km to
2.5 km approximately tripled the maximum resolved sea
breeze maximum verUcal motion. Thus indices such as KLIW
and
other
convective
cloud
diagnostics
and
parameterizations using W are dependent upon mesh size.
The model is quite sensit1ve to the value of so11moisture
coeftlcient (M) used. In practice during the EFP. we assumed a
nom1nal value of 0.10 unless long dry periods or recent heavy
rains intervened. 5011 moisture coefficients were bounded
from very dry (0.01) to extremely wet (0.40). Whtle the M value
did not matertaIly influence sea breeze onset times. dry as
opposed to wet so11conditions resulted in much stronger
inflows (through not necessartly deeper) inflow layers. larger 4
frontal zone vertical motions. greater inland mtxtng depth.
less precipitable water in the column through 500 mb. Large
spatial
heterogeneity
in M sometimes induced
local
dn:ulations called "non-classical mesoscale ctrculations or
"inland sea breezes".

5.

CONCLUSIONS

1:'

It Is believed the 1987 Experimental Forecast Program
represented the first season-long attempt in the US at
employing a mesobeta scale numer1cal model in a production
mode in to support actual field forecasts. During the JuneAugust. 1987 peak sea breeze season. an expertment was
conducted to ascertain the feasibility of using a prototype
operational mesoscale numer1cal modeling system to provide
improved guidance for thunderstorm events at KSC. The
model was an early version of what has since evolved into

FAIt = False

uccessIndex
WI MODEL

w/o' ~ODEL

0.423

0.700

KSCSTRIP

~
13.
Results of the bl1nd test forecaster's p~d1ct1ons for thunderstonns at X68. within
25 11m of X68 and In the KSC Strip. using both conventional data and forecast support. and as
supplemented by the P2DM output.
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FIgure 16. The percent of llxl
pixel cell with one or more
lightning ground stroke as a function of the value of P2DMpredicted KlJW Index:.summed for 32 sea breeze days.
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F1g~ 14a (top).
The maximum predicted KLIWSUM
versus the occurrence of thunder at X68 durtng the 1987 EFP.
14b (middle) the max1mum KLIWSUM on days when thunder
was heard at X68. and 14c (bottom) the max1mum KLlWSUM
on days when no thunder was heard at X68.

A-RAMS -the
Applied Regional Atmospheric Modeling
System (Lyons et al, 1991, 1992). The model configuration
used was a 2-D prtm1tive equation code, with prognostic
surface ener&)' and mo1stu~ budgets allowing for spattally
variable sol1 mo1stu~ and water surface temperatu~s, with
28 vertJcallevels and a hoI1zontal grid mesh of 1.5 kIn. Given
a non-condensing atmosphere, diagnostics for convective
storm development we~ calculated using (1) a variant of the
Fritsch-Chappell parameterization scheme, (2) conventional
thunderstorm 1nd1cesand (3) a hybrid index using the modelp~d1cted perturbations in Lifted index, the K index and the
maximum ver1Jca1motions in each grid cell (the KLIW Index).
Using a t1me-sha~d CYBER 205 mainframe supercomputer,
forecasts
were produced
on 54 days generally
by
approximately 1600Z using the 1200Z KSC rawtnsonde for
1n1tJal1zation.Objective measures of thunderstorm potent1al
were extracted from the model. The datly categoriCal forecasts
of thunderstorms at xes by the EFP staff achieved an 81%

t
~

correct score. In addition. model output were provided to a
blind test forecast. He first prepared
thunderstorm
predictions (valid time 1600Z for the remainder of the day)
using available observations and conventional NMC forecast
support products. and then again With that information
augmented
by the model output.
The comparative
homogeneitY of the sea breeze in the north-south direction
allowed the 2-D simulations
to provide highly useful
simulations of the larger scale (>10 kIll) convective response
to sea breeze forcing. The model showed considerable sk1ll at
predicting maximum temperatures. sea breeze onset times
and inland penetration. Using the report of audible thunder at
X68 for verification. the blind tester's forecasts using the
model guidance were substantlally improved over those With
only conventional inputs. The probabtlttY of detection (POD)
at X68 Improved from 0.48 to 0.91. The false alarm rate was
low, though rose slightly from 0.10 to 0.23 whereas the
critical success index (CSI) improved from 0.42 to a very
encouraging 0.70. Given the size of the model's horizontal
mesh.
smaller scale convective stonns. such as those
triggered by convergence onto Merritt Island and Cape
Canaveral. were not resolved. Current forecast experiments
with newer nested grid versions of the model suggest that
multi-scale
convective responses to complex coastal
topography can indeed be successfully resolved (Lyons et al.
1992). While land/sea contrasts are the dominant mesoscale
feature on synoptically undisturbed summer days in central
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Florida. other tJ1ggering mechantsms must be considered.
C1n:ulations associated with gust fronts. lakes. swampy
areas. regional
soil moisture
variations.
and even
urbaniZation
most certainly playa
role in convective
1n1Uation. In the four years since the EFP demonstrated the
feasibll1ty of such forecasts, advances in affordable high
speed computing and vtsualtzation techniques have been
truly astounding. It is now pOssible to run much more
sophisticated 3-D versions of the model. with full color.
animated. high resolution interactive graphics on desk top
platforms.
Prototype operational integrated hardware!
software! graphics systems for providing operational sea
breeze thunderstorm forecasts are being proposed. Challenges
stlll
remain in the area of four dimenSional
data
ass1m1lation and spec1fying key model parameters. such as
regional land characteristics and sol1 moisture patterns. The
EFP demonstrated the validity of the assertion by Koch (1988)
that the mesoscale numerical model helps fll] the gap between
the nowcast's extrapolations and the guidance which might be
available from the NOM. But. as also pointed out by Koch. the
utll1ty of such a model is strictly l1m1ted to those situations
where synoptic-scale effects and pre-existing mesoscale
cireulations are not important in the evolution of the sea
breeze. Yet. by begtnntng with a comparatively simple model
and applytng it under ideal conditions. we at least are able to
demonstrate that the mesoscale model has a place within the
operational forecasting techniques of the 19908. The goals of
this project were vezy much aligned to the recommendations
of the recent NRC (1988) report "Meteorological Support for
Space Operations: Review and Recommendations". The panel
emphasized the need to have forecasts for the Kennedy
operations at the state-of-the-sctence and technology.
In
particular. "a number of emerging techniques for weather
analysis and forecasting must be actively pursued...a
thorough study should be made of the available subsynoptic
and mesoscale models to provide guidance for the Shuttle
forecast team...with the models selected and developed in
parallel with ongoing operations..."

z.
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